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Press Release
EcoBunker and CapillaryFlow collaborate on Singapore Island CC bunker renovation

[image: EcoBunker and CapillaryFlow collaborate on Singapore Island CC bunker renovation]
July 12, 2018
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The Bukit course at Singapore Island Country Club (SICC), originally designed by Scottish legend James Braid in 1924, is the venue for a new partnership between two of the worldʼs leading bunker technology firms.
[image: ]
At SICC, Capillary Concrete and EcoBunker have come together to produce bunkers that are fully sealed; lined with CapillaryFlowʼs product, and with a low edge produced using EcoBunkerʼs synthetic solution.
Five bunkers have been built……
Read the full article here

Would you like to know more about how our Golf Course and Bunker Renovation Services work? 
Or how Capillary Bunkers can help you build bunkers with durable edges, consistent playability, washable sand, optimal drainage and significantly less maintenance? 
Contact us!
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[image: ]Baseball
CapillaryFlow makes it possible to design baseball fields that are able to withstand tough playing conditions as well as ensure a healthy game experience for players.


Read More
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[image: ]Capillary Bunkers
Our proprietary Capillary Material makes it possible to have a bunker liner that rapidly drain while also retaining adequate sand moisture, creating the perfect playing conditions in golf course bunkers.
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[image: ]Capillary Edge
Use a durable bunker edge that molds and bends to any shape to ensure exact original bunker shapes throughout your bunkers’ lifetime, with no soil that ever escapes into the bunker sand
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[image: Geothermal heating icon]Capillary Geothermal
Capillary Geothermal distributes an even heat regardless of ground profile and let grass grow and sports be played for longer throughout the season.
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[image: Capillary Hydroponics grass icon]Capillary Hydroponics
The Capillary Hydroponics system enables us to grow strong and durable grass with significantly less maintenance and environmental impact
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[image: ]Equestrian
Optimal riding conditions in any weather by providing a ground material technology  offering superior drainage capacity and enabling use of subsurface moisture control - for the optimal footing
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Capillary Hydroponic turf lengthens the season with natural strong grass that stays healthier even with a busy schedule
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From pristine golf bunkers to precisely trimmed golf greens, our proprietary solutions make it possible to build and maintain some of the most beautiful golf courses in the world.
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[image: ]Green Cities
Our Capillary Hydroponics solution turns hardscaped surfaces into breathable, living spaces that augment the positive effects of greenery in urban environments. 
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[image: ]Our proprietary CapillaryFlow technology makes it 
possible to rapidly drain while also move water up, 
regulating the moisture consistency of sand, growing medium and turfgrass.
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